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Resident-led mutual assistance and 

the creation of inclusive communities



Breaking away from the unidirectional thinking that there is a “supporting side” and “supported 

side” so that everyone can have opportunities and roles

Flexible measures to go beyond the “vertical division” (senior citizens, children, people with 

disabilities or cognitive impairments, etc.) 

Active community participation from the standpoint of co-development of enterprises and groups

Strengthening inclusive networks and collaboration

Rebuilding “community 

vitality” is a pressing need

Moving toward a society in which people accept each other’s differences, have a sense of 

purpose regardless of their circumstances, and live with dignity 

Promoting multilayered expansion of 

mutual assistance

Rebuilding new community value for a community-inclusive society:

How to promote proactive resident participation
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From special questionnaire survey by Sawayaka Well-being Foundation 

titled “The COVID-19 Pandemic and Mutual-Assistance Activities in Japan”

Survey dates and method: April 24 to 30, 2020   Via email and website

Valid respondents and targeted respondents: 96 responses Persons practicing mutual assistance and 

living support coordinators in Japan 

Activity venues, 
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Morethan 90% of activities

associated with activity venues and

gathering places stopped. Some

places that are continuing activities

reported shorter days or hours or

decreased participants.

As for visiting mutual assistance,

many places are continuing activities.

However, some respondents

indicated that they had significantly

fewer users of mobility assistance

because users are deciding not to

go outdoors or that they switched

from visits to providing advice by

telephone.

Serious problems in local 

communities

Deteriorating mental/physical health 

functions due to isolation

Weakening human relationships and 

contacts

Decaying communities etc.

While increasing use of online 

technologies has advantages, there 

are also:

Examples in which work from home 

leads to greater nursing care or child-

rearing burden

Increasing latency for domestic 

violence

Widening socioeconomic disparities 

arising from the digital divide  etc.

Dramatic social change brought by the unforeseen arrival of COVID-19

Major impacts on mutual assistance in all parts of the country

However, many respondents who 

ceased activities are implementing 

or trying to find other activities that 

they can provide. 3



Examples of urgent initiatives by 

communities facing the COVID-19 pandemic
(Taken from the previously mentioned special 

questionnaire survey: April)

Certified NPO

Community Support Center KOBE

Conducted in cooperation with five organizations

in Kobe

Requests included “Our chorus club is closed.

Let’s sing together.”

• Cheering up by phone call or letter

• Posting notices on frailty

• Person-to-person circulars

• Handmade masks and neighbor watch projects

• Delivery of 500-yen meals and safety checkups

• Distribution of birthday presents in addition to meals

• Mobile “activity venues” for people living alone and

elderly households

• Continuous support by switching from accompanying

users in shopping and garbage disposal to doing those

activities on behalf of users

• Distributing “reminder” leaflets and pamphlets on at-

home calisthenics to users of gathering places

• Preparing and distributing booklets for all generations

(physical exercises that can be done in the home, brain

workout puzzles, coloring pictures, “spot the difference”

puzzles for children, and oral care exercises.)

• Cooperation with cable television

Exploring support for urgent mutual assistance by residents in the face of difficulty

Doing what is possible to maintain human connections, such as watching over each other, providing meals, 

etc.
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Many of the challenges brought by COVID-19 are problems that existed within communities even before the pandemic.

Now is a good opportunity to take new initiatives and build networks with a reversal-oriented mindset. 

Striding forward by considering “what can be done now” and “what is necessary” rather than “what can’t be done”

Calling for various unconventional forms of cooperation with different business categories, including medical/nursing care professionals

How can resident-led mutual assistance be spread to maintain and develop the community?

Turning difficulty into opportunity!
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Active dissemination of 

activity information

Development of rules for 

information sharing

Maintaining direct points 

of contact

Consensus building
Everyone discusses what to do. People take action after thinking of, evaluating, and accepting

answers on their own.

Participants take the initiative in thinking when suspending activities due to COVID-19 and when continuing them.

Keep opportunities for discussion and interaction alive.

People concerned communicate and consider what they can do on behalf of others even during periods of self-restraint.

Example: An activity venue is closed to avoid the “3 Cs” → use of outdoor “blue sky activity venues,” online media, or telephone

calls/letters, etc.

Connect to gain information providing the basis for judgments correctly and properly.

Actively cooperate with residents’ associations, other activity organizations in the community, government, professionals, enterprises

and groups, schools, and others.

Promote calls for donations and PR activity as a form of social participation.

Make own activities and circumstances known to the local community and build infrastructure for activity publicity and activities.



From the “Yumetomo (Dream Together) 

Project in Kadoma” (Kadoma City, Osaka)
1

~ 28 “love letters” sent from high school 

students to senior citizens ~

September 15: An online get-together was held with 

third-year students of Osaka Prefectural Kadoma 

Namihaya High School and senior citizens who had 

exchanged correspondence while staying at home 

during the COVID-19 pandemic.

“I was so happy to meet 

you. I will keep going and 

wait for the day when we 

can actually meet.” (87 

years old) 

“I’m looking forward to 

meeting as soon as 

possible!” (Third-year 

student)
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- Aiming for a shining community even with dementia -



Sponsor: Specified NPO Toybox

Co-sponsors: Yumetomo Project in Kadoma executive committee,

Recycle Kobo Nunocraft

In this project, people ranging from 

children to senior citizens fold cranes 

to convey their hopes. The gathered 

cranes will be made into a single 

work of folded paper crane art when 

COVID-19 crisis has passed.

The project takes its name from 

Kadoma’s population of 120,000 

residents. Ultimately 150,000 cranes 

were collected.

The project started with a single work of 

origami that was presented by a project 

steering committee member to her mother.

Venue: Kadoma Lumiere Hall

Collection boxes were set up in 

locations throughout the city.
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Before COVID-19

An activity venue that anyone could visit at anytime

(Open Tuesday to Saturday)

From “Tasukeai Enshu”

(Fukuroi City, Shizuoka)

2

March: Decision to voluntarily suspend activity 

venue

Repeated discussions among staff 

members

“I am grateful that I had understanding 

colleagues who act immediately.” 

April: Decision to close the activity venue, 

which had been open continuously for 

25 years. NPO status was also 

relinquished

May: Start of new activities

“I want to enjoy doing the things that are 

needed and can be done now.”

Preserving 

donors’ 

sentiments 

even as 

COVID-19 

keeps the 

facility closed

A series of discussions 

and decisions
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New activities

“Delivery” venue

“Blue sky” activity venue

Home-Cooked Meal     

Delivery

A “blue sky” activity venue 9



Every Tuesday and Friday

Four or five people who are 
handy in the kitchen take 
turns preparing about ten 
meals.

The aim of home-cooked 
meal delivery is to speak 
and interact with recipients.
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Daily living support (paid mutual assistance) is also provided 

naturally.

Mochi rice cakes and candy were presented to 

everyone for the 25th anniversary.
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Cultivate empathy. Everyone has a role in the community, and everyone has 

an opportunity to shine.
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“Difficulties are community treasures”

Because of the times we live in, we now clearly see the local problems that we tended to overlook before as

our own problems.

Only resident-led activities can immediately and flexibly address detailed needs.

“From special activity to commonplace activity”

Reposition community volunteer activities: Move them away from “special” activities done by a limited number of 

“special” people and make them “commonplace” activities that all people can do in a manner that suits them.

“Create an environment that takes children and working generations into account”

Create a foundation allowing both children and working generations to discover opportunities outside of study and 

work to apply themselves in community activities (e.g., by promoting regional collaboration through schools and 

workplaces, promoting study tours, etc.).


